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Boris Johnson became Prime Minister of the United Kingdom yesterday, so it seems appropriate that all of Britain prepared for the hottest day on record shortly afterwards. Welcome to hell, everyone. And if you look at the new cabinet he assembled, you could accuse the government of using boiling hot
weather as a distraction to bury the bad news. Our friend across the pond now lives in a country where Jacob Rees-Mogg is leader of the Commons and Michael Gove is taking care of the no-deal Brexit strategy. (For Americans unfamiliar with Rhys Mogg and Gove, let's say they are.) Do not encourage
new leaders. Anyway, that's what some R29 staff in the UK wore to work to combat the heat of 38 degrees (100.4 Fahren fahrenka). ... But your activity and behavior on this site, we thought you were a bot. Note: There may be a lot going on here. If you are trying to access this site using an anonymous
private/proxy network, disable this site and visit the site again. Request that the site be unblocked because the malicious behavior that was previously detected occurred from your network. Please solve this CAPTCHA to request unblocking on the website It is Black Friday weekend and we have the very
best Black Friday deals for 2020 in one place for your persuasion. Even before Black Friday itself, Black Friday deals and sales were starting in a huge way with retailers offering massive discounts on many products, and now we're properly entering the Black Friday weekend, we have even more mega
deals from retailers including John Lewis, Currys and Amazon. You can browse Amazon Black Friday deals, Currys Black Friday deals, Argos Black Friday deals, John Lewis Black Friday deals and Boots Black Friday deals and still pick up plenty of bargains - until the Cyber Monday deals we get on
Monday, November 30. Black Friday 2020 is the perfect time to get your hands on the best Christmas gifts of the year as we expect even more competition for deals as shoppers predict they will further shift their shopping habits online due to the current lockdown. Scroll down to see all the best Black
Friday deals, or jump straight to the trading category you're interested in with a handy link to the left (on your desktop) or higher (mobile). Happy Shopping! 4K TV: Up To 15% Off With AmazonAdbe CC All App Plan: Now £39.95 Monthly - Save £10 Per Month! Amazon Devices: Huge Discounts on
Amazon Apple Smart Home Devices: Up To 40% Off Apple Watch Series 5 and Apple Accessories on Amazon AirPods Pro: £51 OffAmazonBose: Save up to 50% on headphones, speaker and wearable Dell: up to 40% off laptops, desktops, monitors and accessories Emma Sleep: 36% off mattresses
with code T36FitBit: Up to 44% off with AmazonGHD hairstyling: up to 26% off with AmazonGoldsmiths jewelry: up to 50% off Storewide + Extra 10% off HP headphones Lenovo, Asus laptop: up to £200 off at AO.comLaptops from HP, Asus and Lenovo: Currys PC World Recluse, up to £170 off with
Staub Cookware: Up to 50% off with John Lewis Lego: Up to 20% off john lewis levy jeans, jackets, tops and more Off: 20% Off John Lewis Men's Clothing: 50% Off Full Price, Another 20% Off TM LewinMorphy Richards Kitchen Knives: Up To 29% Off Knife Block Set on Amazon Samsung Galaxy,
iPhone: Excellent Offers at MobilePhonesDirectSeagate, Important, Kingston, Lexis and More: At Storage Sonos Save up to 30% Some of the best deals on Sonos Speaker and Sound Bar Tassimo, DeLongi, Krupps Coffee Machine: Up To 50% Off With Argos Temple &amp; Silent Night Mattress: 20%
/£100 Off At John Lewis Topshop: 25% Off All Video Games: FIFA 21, Watchdog and more Black Friday TV and AV deals Some of the best Black Friday deals tend to be TV deals, and prices are crashing on big screen 4K TV sets if you want the ultimate upgrade, spying on cheap 8K TVs on sale. Star
Deal! LG OLED55CX6LA 55 Smart 4K HDR OLED TV | Was: £1,599 | Now: £1,299 | Savings: The surprisingly good LG CX, which not only got up to five-star reviews from T3 in a £300 test, but also won best gaming TV at the T3 Awards 2020, is currently being cut by £300 in Calais. This OLED panel just
drips at a premium and comes with some great smart TV and gaming features. We think it's one of the absolute finest TVs on offer today and this Black Friday price point is not to be missed. Watch DealUp with 39% off the TV range on Amazon UK Check out all tv models of Amazon's latest Black Friday
deals - there are 15 models from 50 to 75 and all budget options are available. Yes, Amazon itself says up to 15% off, but trust us. View Deal Samsung 2020 65 Q90T Flagship QLED 4K HDR TV | Was: £1,899 | Now: £1,699 | Save: £200 (11%) This is samsung's brand new flagship 2020 Q90T QLED TV
and it was simply an absolute amazeting offering great 4K HDR images. Samsung's smart TV platform is also excellent, making it easy to stream services like Netflix and Disney+, while anti-reflection technology, smart features such as object tracking with sound and adaptive pictures offer the next level
of viewing. £200 Off Now Deal Panasonic TX-65HX580BZ 65 Inch 4K TV | Was: £899 | Now: £679 | Save: £220 (24%) Huge savings on huge TVs mean this amazing Panasonic 4K HDR LCD TV is only £679 on Amazon. It comes with a suite of smart TV apps, providing support for advanced HDR10,
HLG and Dolby Vision standardsDeal Hisense 43AE7400FTUK 43 4K HDR Smart TV | Was: £449 | Now: £329 | Save: £120 (27%) Really welcome a drop of £120 means this top-notch 4K HDR TV from Hisense will drop to just £329. This medium-sized 43-inch model is ideal for small and medium-sized
rooms and also features smart TV features and Dolby Vision HDR, DTX Virtual: X Surround Sound and wide color gamut. View Deal Sony Bravia KD55XH81 65 4K TV | Was £1,199 | Save £949 | £250 now (21%) Amazon UK Sony's processing is second to no one, so you can scale HD impressively to
4K, perfect if you want a TV that can make fast movement look clear and smooth. It has Dolby Vision HDR and Android TV means it is preparing for all major streaming platforms (and all minor ones too). Deal LG 50NANO796 Watch 50 4K TV was £599 | Now £479 | Save £120 on Amazon UK This is
one of LG's nanocell TVs, a QLED-like technology to provide stronger colours. It is also the smallest TV in Amazon's selection! but has top-notch image processing of Ultra HD screens and one of the smoothest smart TV platforms on the planet - it is easy to use and has all the major services. View Deir
lugue 49NANO816NA 49 4K HD TV |was £599 |now £479 |save £120 in curry A cracking 4K HDR TV Black Friday deal cuts £120 from this well-spec 49in panel from LG. It offers everything you really want from the screen, including HDR10, 4K resolution, NanoCell screen technology (great colors and
viewing angles) and built-in smart TV features - the latter allowing you to stream directly through your TV from services like Disney+ and Netflix. Now available for free shipping. See Deal Samsung UE50TU7100 |was £549 |now £369 | Save £180 at Very.co.uk This 4K TV supports HDR10+ for more
dramatic images, with Samsung crystal display technology and crystal processors punching well above the price tag before the discount. Tizen Smart TV features also lead the class. View Deal Samsung 55 Smart 4K Ultra HD HDR LED TV | It was £699 | Now £549 | Save £150 in Currys Straight £150 is
now sliced the cost of this 4K Samsung HDR TV in Calais and watch its price plummet to just £549. The TV also incorporates Alexa, Bixby and Google Assistant AI from Samsung's latest 2020 range. Free shipping is also available. View Deal Samsung 50 Inch QE50Q60T 4K HDR TV | Was: £615 | Now:
£599 | Savings: A large 50-inch £16 Samsung 2020 QLED screen is now getting a handy £16 price cut on Amazon. This is an HDR10+ enabled 4K TV with Bixby, Alexa and Google Assistant built in at a great price point. QLED, for beginners, offers state-of-the-art quantum dot technology that actually
pops images on the screen. View Deal Philips Ambilite 58PUS7805/12 4K HDR10+ TV | Was: £549 | Now: £449 | Save: From £100 (18%) Philips This large 4K panel offers ultra-sharp Ultra HDAs well as the advanced HDR10+ standard. It also has Amazon Alexa Smart AI built in along with free view play
and smart TV features. Dolby Vision and Dolby Atmos are also supported. 58 inches of next-level TV spiciness reduced by £100 on Amazon, Now Deal Panasonic TX-43HX600BZ 43 4K HDR Smart TV | Was: £549 | Now: £459 | Save: £90 (16%) A very welcome £90 drop on this 43-inch Panasonic 4K
HDR TV means it slips well under the £500 mark. The panel is LED and also supports advanced Dolby Vision and regular HDR 10 formats. Dolby Atmos is also supported by TV speakers and incorporates both Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant, so you can control your TV with your voice. Watch
DealSonos Beam |was £699 |now £599 | Sonos .com best soundbar for most people as it offers great clarity and power while being compact saving £100 on the market. It sits in front of practically any TV without blocking the remote control. Alexa and Google are built in for voice control, and adding a pair
of Sonos Ones or Sonos One SLs supports Dolby 5.1 surround sound, while subs are for extra bass. This deal will be extinguished by Sunday. It was £399 | now £299 | enhance your Sonos home cinema base Save £100 with Sonos .com - and add an endless bottom end to the music - in this exceptional
Sonos sub-subwoofer deal. Clever design means no distortion, but clever pricing means it looks a very reasonable price, at least for the duration of this Black Friday sale offer. This deal will be extinguished by Sunday. Watch weeksky TV Big Bang Dollar deal | Sky Sports, Cinema &amp; Netflix (18
months) was £106/month | Now £66.50/month | Available from Sky This is the best value Sky has to offer, with huge £40/month savings (or At £720 for the entire contract, you get everything Sky has to offer and Watch DealSky TV + Netflix + Sky Sports + Sky Sports (18 months) was £66/month |
£42.50/month now | For sports enthusiasts available from Sky, this is perfect. Save £23.50/month (or £420 contractually) and never miss sporting goods again, whether it's F1, golf, football, rugby, cricket or the NFL. View Deal Sky TV + Sky Cinema (18 months) was £49/month | now £34.50 | New
exclusive movies are constantly on display and the huge back catalogue will keep you entertained for hours. Watch Deal Sky TV + HD + Ultra HD + Multiscreen (18 months) was £54/month | now £37/month | Available from Sky, which has multiple TVs in the house, is now commonplace and Sky just has
a package for those people: standard Sky TV Plus HD and multi-screen allows you to watch hundreds of channels and box sets in HD and above. Here are some of the best Black Friday deals on laptops that look at deals: We are scrutinizing all major UK retailers whether you want a MacBook,
Chromebook or notWindows Laptop Trading tops up the best below. Star Deal! Razer Blade 15 Gaming Laptop |was: £1,999.99 |now: £1,448.99 |save: £551 brilliant game note Black Friday bargain on Amazon. This is a Luxe Razor Blade 15 gaming laptop that comes with Intel Core i7 CPU, Nvidia
GeForce RTX 2070 GPU, 16GB of RAM and 512GB SSD. Combined, these specifications shatter modern AAA games that appear on the laptop's 15.6-inch 144Hz screen. Price massacres in the Amazon will be much more affordable than usual. Watch Deal MSI GF63 Thin Gaming Laptop | Was: £799 |
Now: £699.97 | Savings: £100 on Laptop Direct really low price on a well-spec gaming laptop. Get a system with Intel Core i5 CPU, Nvidia GeForce GTX 1650 Ti GPU, 8GB of RAM and 256GB NVMe SSD. The system runs a full fat copy of Windows 10 and is delivered for free at this price. See
DealVenture Europa 11 LT |was: £199.99 |now: £189.97 |save: £10.02 This is simply a great price on a compact laptop running Windows 10 S. It has an 11-inch screen, Intel Celeron N4000 CPU, 64GB SSD and battery for 6 hours on a per charge. Ideal for light computing tasks on the go, and incredibly
bag-friendly and portable, thanks to its size. It also has a built-in webcam, so you are 100% covered in terms of video conferencing. Now for just £189.97 with Laptop Direct your .View Deal HUAWEI Mate Book D 14 |was: £549.99 |now: £489.99 |save: £60 on Amazon | Currently out of stock This is a
stylish laptop with very good specifications from Huawei, thanks to this Black Friday deal, ultra-low price point. For £489.99 you get a laptop kitted out with amd Ryzen 5 CPU, 8GB of RAM, 256GB SSD and a minimum bezel 14screen. See Samsung Galaxy Book Ion | Was: £1,299 | Now: £1,099 | Save:
£200 (15%) At Amazon, this state-of-the-art new laptop from Samsung really offers a premium laptop experience and it's now discounted at £200 on the Amazon Black Friday sale. You're got a 15-inch QLED panel, Intel Core i5 CPU, 8GB of RAM, and a spacious 512GB SSD. Delivery is also free. See
Deal Microsoft Surface Book 3 | Was: £2,699 | Now: £2,279 | Save: £420 here at Amazon Powerhouse Microsoft Surface Book 3 gets a 10% price cut for Black Friday on Amazon. Get a full-fat copy of intel core i7 CPU, Nvidia GeForce GTX 1660Ti GPU, 32GB of RAM, 512GB SSD and Windows 10
home. The removable screen becomes the king of hybrid 2-in-1 laptops. Now reduced by £270. View DealHP 15.6 Laptop | Now at Argos now £319.99 This is also a great price on a full size laptop that comes with its own carry bag and mouse - ideal as a new task from a home setup. The laptop has a
screen size of 15.6 inches, but internal specifications include an Intel Celeron N4000 processor, 4GB of RAM and a 1TB storage drive. The laptop also runs a full fat copy of Windows 10 and also has an SD card reader and a built-in webcam. Deal Huawei Mate Book D14 See 14 Inch Laptop |was £699 |
£499 | Save £200 on AO The Huawei Matebook D14 is a great laptop that offers macbook aesthetics and performance, but it does so while offering a Windows 10 experience. The minimal bezel FHD screen is partnered with the 10th Gen Intel Core i5 CPU, 8GB of RAM and 256GB SSD for fast
performance across the board. Watch Deal Assus TUF FX505GT |was: £699.97 |now: £649.97 | Savings: A £50 £40 price cut at AO will take the price of this gaming laptop to just £659.97. You'll see a 15.6-inch FHD screen, Intel Core i5 9300H CPU, Nvidia GeForce GTX 1650 4GB GPU, 8GB of RAM,
256GB SSD and Windows 10 operating system. Free shipping is also included. Deal Lenovo's Idea Pad Flex 5i 2-in-1 See a 14-inch laptop | It was £549 | Now £499 | Save £50 on curry A solid price cut on this flexible 2-in-1 laptop means you can bag it now for just £429. The Flex 5i offers Intel Core i3
CPUs, 4GB RAM, 128GB of storage space and a Full HD touchscreen, making it ideal for creatives and professionals a lot. A strong battery life of 10 hours means it is also very viable as a commuter companion. Deal Asas Zenbook See a 14-inch laptop | it was £599.99 | Now £499.99 | Saving £100 on
an Arpos A sub £500 price point on this very well-reviewed Asus laptop means you can snuffle now for £499 instead of £599. The Ryzen 5 3500U CPU combined with 8GB of RAM and 256GB SSD is also really well designed for this price range. Windows 10 Home is also included. See deal HP 14
laptops |was £699 |now £599 |save £100 at Cary's If you want a system like the one above but fancy a spec upgrade to something more towards the premium end of the market, this great Black Friday deal is definitely worth checking out. The HP 14 is a very well reviewed system that comes with Intel
Core i7 CPU, 8GB of RAM and a spacious 512GB SSD. View Deal Asus Zenbook Flip 14 2-in-1 Laptop | Was: £999 | Now: £799 | Savings: The £200 Asus Zenbook Flip 14in is a five-star rated 2-in-1 laptop, now cut by £200 overs on the Black Friday AO.com. You get a Luxe Full HD touchscreen display,
a 10th Gen Intel Core i5 processor, and a 256GB SSD for 8GB of RAM and storage. The 12-hour battery life is standard on a per-charge, and the laptop runs a full-fat copy of the Windows 10.View DealMSI GL65 Leopard 15.6-inch gaming laptop. It was £1,299.97 | now £1,097.97 | Save £202 on Laptop
Direct The MSI GL65 Leopard offers very powerful laptop specifications that will satisfy gamers very much. This is because it offers a thin system with Intel Core i7 CPU, Raytrace-enabled Nvidia GeForce RTX 2060 6GB GPU, 8GB of RAM, and a 512GB SSD. It also packs into a 120Hz 15.6-inch screen
as well as a full fat copy of Windows 10. A really powerful all-round gaming laptop reduced by £202 with Laptop Direct. Watch Deal MSI GE66 Raider 15.6 Gaming Laptop | Was £1,699 | Now £1,599 | Save £100 on Currys This is actually one of those modest discounts that make the worldTo the appeal of
the product. The £100 is sliced from Raider, a very powerful gaming laptop that offers Intel Core i7 CPUs, Nvidia GeForce RTX 2070 GPUs (Hello RayTrace!) and a spacious 512GB SSD for 16GB of RAM and storage. Butter's smooth 240 Hz screen also means insane frame rates and response times.
Watch Deal Asas Vivo Book X512 | £299.99 at Argos This is just a great laptop deal. The Asus VivoBook X512 offers an ultra-portable and lightweight computing experience ideal for road and rail work. But despite this, it runs a full fat version of Windows 10 Home and has plenty of storage space thanks
to its fast 128GB SSD. See Deal HP Slim 15.6 Laptop | £379 on this stylish HP laptop at the lowest price of Argos Argos means you can bag it now for just £379. Not only do you get the powerful all-round specs that the 10th Gen Intel Core i3 CPU has partnered with 4GB of RAM and 128GB SSD, but you
can also get a copy of crack security software Norton 360 Deluxe. See Deal Assus Sembook Duo UX481 |was: £1,699.99 |now: £1,399.99 |save: £300 (18%) On Amazon A Professional's dream system, the ZenBook Duo UX481 offers a stunning touchscreen laptop with a 14-inch full HD screen (with a
built-in second screen). It also provides a digital stylus in the box, which is an idea for creatives to sketch and take notes. Now £300 Off Deal On Amazon Black Friday Sonos Deal Star Deal! Sonos .com £100 on the market- the best soundbar you can get, pounds in pounds - both in terms of weight and
price. So compact, but it sounds so good and again, Alexa/Google is built in. Beam also supports Dolby 5.1 surround sound with the addition of a pair of Sonos Ones or Sonos One SLs, and coincidentally, all of them are now on sale. Yes that's right. This deal will be extinguished by Sunday. It was £699 |
now £599 | You save £100 at Deep on Sonos .com, pounding bass - free from distortion - which is very important if you want to get a full audio image when you watch a movie, which also helps if you like reggae, techno or pink Floyd. Bass is important, Sonos Sub offers about megatons of it. Obviously it
addes a huge amount of wallops to movie explosions, dance music and hard rock, but it's not just a bottom-end bruise. Sub adds richness to music and home cinema sources. This deal will be extinguished by Sunday. It was £199 | Sonos .com save £40 on the phone This is a steal at £199. At £159,
picking up one is almost easy. Sonos One is a great-sounding multi-room speaker that supports AirPlay 2 and a huge range of streaming services. You also have your favorite choice with alexa or google assistant built-in. This deal will be extinguished by Sunday. It was £179 | Sonos .com £40 on the
same page as above in terms of appearance andBut minus Alexa and Google Assistant. So if you don't want or need AI home help, but need a super-sounding multi-room speaker. This deal will be extinguished by Sunday. Sonos Move |was £399 |now £299 | Save £100 on Sonos .com Sonos, this rugged
design, but still chic speakers sound a terrible lot like the Sonos One, but have battery and Bluetooth connectivity options as well as regular Wi-Fi. This low price is very desirable. This deal will disappear by Sunday. The best Black Friday deals on View Deal headphones bring you Apple AirPods, beats
and more for your listening pleasure. Kick off a lot with Amazon Music Streaming.Star Deal! Airpod Pro |it was £249 | Now £195 | Save £54 on Laptop Direct Laptop Direct and, oddly enough, airpods Pro is a great place to pick up your AirPods Pro because it always has a very competitive discount
available. Now, for Black Friday, it has been reduced to £195, which apple AirPods Pro saves £54. Watch Deal Apple Airpod with Charging Case | it was £159.99 | Now £124.37 | The most welcome 22% price cut on Apple AirPods with a charging case saving £34 on Amazon is now baggable on Amazon
for just £124.37. These true wireless earbuds are automatically paired with Apple phones, tablets and computers for hours of playback on a per-charge. The included charging case also involves an additional 24 hours of charging. Watch Deal Amazon Music Unlimited | UK Offers | 3 Months Free Get
Amazon Music Unlimited Individual Monthly Plan At No Monthly Cost As Long As You Are a New Amazon Music Unlimited Subscriber. The full terms and conditions can be found at the bottom of the linked Amazon page. End of offer January 11, 2021 Deal Power Beats Pro Wireless Earphones | Was
£219.95 | Now £159 | Saved £61 in Amazon Navy and Moss colors for excellent PowerBeat Pro wireless earbuds and is currently being cut by £43.27 over on Amazon at the Black Friday sale. This is a 20% price cut. The Powerbeats Pro is the ultimate pair of fitness earbuds and works great on Apple
iPhones thanks to its integrated Apple H1 chip. With sweat resistance and 9 hours of battery life, the Powerbeats Pro is perfect for training. Watch Deal Beats Solo 3 Bluetooth Headphones |was £179 |now £125 |Save £54 on Currys the Beat Solo 3 wireless headphones, with up to 40 hours of battery life,
microphone, remote control and volume control, and work with Siri. To set them up, simply turn them on and hold them near your iPhone, Apple Watch, iPad and Mac. Watch Deal JBL Tune 600BTNC Wireless | It was £79.99 | Now £59 | A very nice £21 price cut saving £20.99 on Amazon means these
noise cancellations and wireless headphones from JBL can now be picked up for just £59. There's a choice of colorways, a long-lasting 12-hour battery life, and free delivery. See Dealbose 700 ||Now: £269.10 | Savings: A premium 700 noise canceller can for £80.85 Bose received a very welcome £81
price cut on Amazon, resulting in it being available for £269.10 on the Black Colour Way. Excellent audio, 20 hours of battery life between charges and even built-in Alexa Voice Control features make these amazing, audiofan headphone choices. Watch Dealbose Quiet Comfort 35 Series II | RRP:
£329.95 | Deal Price: £209.99 | Save: Get these top-notch noise-cancelling headphones from premium brand Bose at a massive Black Friday discount of £119.96 (36%) almost £120 - it's the cheapest that these headphones were on Amazon. QC35 headphones feature three levels of noise cancellation,
reject dual microphone system for your calls noise and they are Alexa-enabled for voice access to music, information, and more.See Deal Philips Wireless Headphones PH805BK/00 |was: £159.99 | Now: £76 | Save: Better than a half-price reduction here of £83.99 (52%) 52%, which means that this
stylish active noise cancelling wireless headphones from Philips is now available for just £76. Like the ANC, these bad boys also offer a 25-hour runtime with a single charge, a powerful audio driver and compatibility with Google Assistant AI. Currently On Sale Outview Deal Sony WH-CH510 Wireless
Headphones | Was: £39.99 | Now: £29.99 | Save: £10 in Currys If you're right after a super cheap pair of over-ear headphones, these Sony cans look smart and are perfect as they offer powerful audio playback. But the best thing about them is that they are currently discounted to just £29.99 at the Currys
Black Friday sale. 35 hours of battery life, microphone for calls and AI assistant compatibility make the WH-CH510 a big bargain buy. See Deal Sennheiser HD 450BT Wireless Headphones | Was: £159 | Now: £89 | Save: £70 (44%) Sennheiser is one of the world's best audio companies and here its
quality HD 450BT wireless headphones are up for grabs with chunky £70 price cuts. That price cut means they will slip under £90 and be available in black or white colours for just £89. Active noise cancellation, AAC and AptX support, 30 hours of playback on a per charge, and powerful speaker drivers.
See Deal Bowers &amp; Wilkins PX7 | Was: £349 |now: £219.95 |save: £129.05 (37%) Stunning Bowers &amp; Wilkins PX7 is a set of cans of audio fans' dreams that offer a beautiful aesthetic, great audio reproduction thanks to its powerful 43mm driver, adaptive noise cancellation technology, motion
sensing capabilities and long-lasting battery life. These wireless over-ear headphones are high on the T3's best noise-cancelling headphone guide for a reason and have now been cut by £129.05 on Amazon. Great choice. Deal Black Friday Tablet Deals The best Black Friday deals on tablets mean you
can get iPads and Android pads at delicious discounts. Star Deal! Amazon Fire 7 Kids Edition |was: £99.99 |now: £54.99 |save: £45 (45%) Amazon's smallest childrenMade by Amazon, The Fire 7 Kids Edition is great for young kids as the first slate. It has a protective bumper case and comes with the
Amazon Kids+ year, which provides access to thousands of popular games, books, audiobooks and TV shows. Watch Deal Apple iPad Mini (Wi-Fi, 64GB) | Was: £399 | Now: £377 | Savings: The £22 Apple iPad Mini on Amazon makes the Apple iPad the best tablet in the world, but offers it all in a
smaller, more compact form factor. And here the 64GB model is available with a price cut of £22 on Amazon, meaning it can now be bagged for £377. Perfect for kids and people who tend to use tablets while traveling. Free shipping is also included. Deal 2020 iPad Pro 12.9 - Watch 256GB | It was £969 |
Now £912 | Save £57 on Amazon This is this year's Apple iPad Pro 12.9 super slate and this modest discount is very welcome. This is the best Apple produces in terms of tablets and you can now do it for just £912 on Amazon with Black Friday sales. View Deal Samsung Galaxy Tab S5e | Was: £379 |
Now: £319 | £60 (16%) Get a strong Black Friday cut on Amazon with Amazon Samsung's awesome Galaxy Tab S5e midrange tablet. Cost sculptures take spending from £379 to £319, which is a straight saving of £60. With 64GB of storage space, snapdragon 670 CPU and Android 9.0 Pie OS, it
combines to produce a very capable slate perfect for lightweight to moderate applications such as streaming movies, playing games, browsing the internet, shopping online and browsing photos. See Samsung Galaxy Tab A 10.1 Inch | Was: £199 | Now: £159 | Save: £40 (20%) on Amazon | Samsung's
budget tablet, which is now sold out, will be even more affordable thanks to this £40 price cut Amazon Black Friday deal. Its cost savings reduce its price from £199 to just £159. You get a 10 tablet with microSD card slot and Exinos octacore CPU, perfect for casual use. Watch YouTube videos, stream
Netflix, shop online, respond to emails, post posts and forums, and play mobile video games. See Deal Apple's iPad | The latest version of the £329 Apple iPad at Currys is a super all-round slate that can function as a replacement for a lightweight laptop. And it is now available, in each of its three
colours, for £329 at the Currys Black Friday sale. The 10.2-inch Retina display is delivered on a one-time charge along with an A12 Bionic CPU and 10 hours of battery life. See Deal Apple's iPad Air (2020 Model) | Was: £579 | Now: £554.97 | Save: £24.03 on Amazon The latest and largest iPad Air gets
a small but welcome price cut here, seeing its price fall to just £554.97. This is a 64GB WiFi model, available in a variety of five colors including green, rose gold, silver, sky blue and space grey. The tablet offers a 10.1-inch liquid retinina screen, A14 bionic CPU, touch ID and camera braces (12MP on the
back and 7MP on the front). Deal New Apple iPad Pro (11 inches, Wi-Fi,|was £769 | Now £737.97 | If you want a strong laptop replacement slate, save £31.03 on Amazon and the 2020 Apple iPad Pro is one of your best options. The 11-inch variant, which has 128GB of storage space, has now been cut
by more than £30 on Amazon as well. Other configurations and sizes will be reduced to a huge 1TB storage model. Watch Deal Samsung Galaxy Tab S6 (256GB) | It was £689 | Now £569 | Save £120 on Amazon for those looking for a new Android tablet and this is a super deal as it cuts £120 off the
price of an excellent Galaxy Tab S6. This super slate offers a 10.5-inch super AMOLED screen, 14-hour battery life and a quad AKG speaker system. You will also get an S-Pen digital stylus in a box that is perfect for sketching and creating notes. See Deal Amazon Fire 7 Tablets |was: £49.99 |now:
£34.99 |Save: £15 (30%) Amazon Amazon entry-level tablets get a very welcome 30% Black Friday price cut that price from £49.99 to just £34.99. This is the ideal one-handed casual tablet - perfect for browsing the internet on the couch, responding to a few emails, spotting online shopping, and
streaming TV shows from Netflix or Disney+. See Deal Amazon Fire HD 8 Tablets | Was: £89.99 | Now: £54.99 | Save: £35 (39%) On Amazon Amazon's best-selling tablets, the Fire HD 8 is now down 39% to just £54.99 - that's a straight £35 saving. Not only do you get faster performance than the Fire 7,
but you also get a bigger screen and longer battery life. Another great casual use tablet that allows you to take advantage of the power of Amazon's Alexa AI Assistant. See Deal Amazon Fire HD 8 Plus | Was: £109.99 |now: £74.99 |save: £35 (32%) Amazon Amazon's newest tablet, the Fire HD 8 Plus,
offers a tablet experience the same size as the Fire HD 8, but with a slight improvement in internal specifications. Longer battery life and improved performance are the reasons to choose it. Also a great all-round tablet that comes in five smart colors. Watch Deal Amazon Fire HD 10 |was: £149.99 |now:
£89.99 | Save: £60 (40%) With amazon's largest tablet Amazon, the Fire HD 10 comes with a spacious 101080p screen that is perfect for use with two-handed tablets. It also comes with a fast 2GHz octa-core processor that can run for 12 hours on a single charge. Hands-free Alexa, dual-band WiFi and
720p HD video recording are just a few of its notable features. Watch Deal Amazon Fire HD 8 Kids Edition |was: £139.99 |now: £84.99 | Save: £55 (39%) Step up from fire 7 kids tablets on Amazon, this Fire HD 8 offers a larger HD screen and powerful internal hardware. But it offers the same free year of
Amazon Kids+ and the same protective bumper case. You're spending 12 hours even with a one-charge battery life, perfect for longer car journeys. Watch Deal Amazon Fire HD 10 Kids Edition |was: £199.99 |now: £139.99 |save: £60 (30%) Amazon Amazon Children's Tablet King, Fire HD 10 Kids
Edition with a big 10-inch screenInternal hardware specifications. This slate is perfect for teenagers. The bumper case can be removed if needed to leave a more traditional tablet aesthetic. See Deal Amazon Kindle + 3 Months Kindle Unlimited | Was: £69.99 | Now: £49.99 | Save: £20 (29%) The original
eReader, who started it all on Amazon, is available here in its very latest incarnation, along with three months of Kindle Unlimited for free for just £49.99 thanks to a black Friday £20 price cut. Carry around a collection of over a million books and read as much as you like at any time. Deal Kindle Oasis
8GB Wi-Fi + 3 months View Kindle Unlimited |was: £229.99 |now: £169.99 | Save: £60 (26%) On Amazon Kindle Oasis offers a 300ppi 7-inch display, adjustable warm backlight and IPX8 waterproofing, allowing you to read on beach holidays. It's now down by £60 on amazon black friday sale to only
£169.99.View Deal Black Friday phone deals The best Black Friday phone deals bring contracts and SIM deals at some fantastically low prices, so whether you're after a new iPhone or Android phone, black Friday sales are time to upgrade! star deal IPhone 12 | EE |100GB Data |£0 Upfront |£47/month
|Available from affordable phones The iPhone 12 has just hit the shelves and there are already some cracking deals, such as: 100GB data, no upfront costs, and a reasonable £47/monthly cost spread over 24 months. If you want a state-of-the-art iPhone, this is the best deal to go. Watch Di'iPhone 11 |
Vodafone | 60GB Data | £150 Upfront (with 10 Off Code) | £26/month | Just because the iPhone 12 available from Vodafone is here doesn't mean the 11 isn't a great smartphone, it means the deal will be even better. 60GB of data is enough for most people and £26/month is a steal. Even if you don't
have this year's flagship, Vodafone has you covered. Watch Samsung Galaxy S20 | Vodafone | 60GB Data | £125 Prepayment (with 10 Off Code) | £30/month | Available from Mobiles.co.uk | The currently sold-out S20 is arguably the best Android smartphone on the market, or at least in the top two. This
is a serious iPhone competitor with huge displays, great cameras, loads of storage, Android 11, and many others. £30/month on 60GB data is a crazy deal. Show Deal iPhone SE (2020) | O2 |30GB Data |£0 Upfront |£23/month |Available from affordable phones The 4.7-inch iPhone SE has the same body
as the iPhone 8, but the inside of the iPhone 11 is the choice for those who want a smaller phone. It's a great phone at a great price for Black Friday. View Deal Google Pixel 5 | Vodafone | 60GB Data | £90 Upfront (with TRPIX5 Code) | £26/month | Google's flagship smartphone, available from
Mobiles.co.uk, is designed to show other Android manufacturers how to do it, and the Pixel 5 has been a success, with world-beating cameras, 128GB of storage and more. Di'iPhone SE 64GB Watch | iD Mobile | £9.99 Upfront | 20GB Data | Unlimited Minutes &amp; Texts |The 2020 iPhone SE is a
great, affordable phone that offers a full-fat Apple iPhone experience and plenty of power. Here it can be bagged for just £9.99 upfront and this is affordable and crazy. The phone comes with iD Mobile's 24-month SIM plan, which offers powerful 20GB of data and unlimited minutes and texts each month
for £23.99. Great value. View Deal Samsung Galaxy A51 128GB | iD Mobile | £0.00 Upfront | 20GB Data | Unlimited Calls and Texts | 24 months | Another great Black Friday phone deal from the £19.99 monthly carphone warehouse sees the Samsung Galaxy A51 put in your hands for free prepayment.
The attached 24-month SIM plan is also powerful, with 20GB of data and unlimited calls and texts available for £19.99 per month. Highlights of the A51 are the huge 6.5-inch FHD display that make streaming video, game play and engagement on social media platforms fun. Show Deal Sims Only |
Unlimited Data, Texts, Calls | £16 pm | Contract Duration: 12 months | Plans only available on Three Unlimited SIM provide the ultimate versatility and peace of mind, knowing every month that no matter what you use your phone, it will cost you a plan. It allows you to kiss goodbye to pesky extra network
fees - what you see is what you spend. And this SIM is a deal only from Three, and what you spend is a short 12-month contract, for just £16 per month. See Deal Vodafone SIM Only | 100GB Data | Unlimited Calls &amp; Texts | 12 Months Plan | £16 per month Here's a very neat SIM-only deal that you
can bag now at Mobiles.co.uk. It offers a SIM plan with a 12-month contract that offers tens of thousands of amounts of data to burn each month, along with unlimited calls and texts. The monthly fee is a very affordable £16, reduced to £11.50 with an automatic cashback programme. See Deal Black
Friday deals The best Black Friday deals on smartwatches are looking at discounts on the Apple Watch, Samsung Galaxy Watch, Fitbit and Garmin - snap one now so you can nail the New Year's fitness resolution! Apple Watch series 3 |£279 | Saving £90 on the very Apple Watch Series 3 is one of the
best smartwatches in the world and has sliced an impressive £90 off its price point in this Very Black Friday deal here. It is a 38mm variant, with a silver aluminium case and a white sports band. Delivery is free. Watch Deal Apple Watch Series 5 (GPS+ Cellular, 40mm) | Gold Aluminium Case with Pink
Sports Band | Was £499 | Save £386.10 | £112.90 Now (23%) Smaller version of Amazon Gold Aluminium's Series 5 combined with affordable (but still premium) sports bands Given that the model came out a year ago, it has been reduced to a surprisingly low price. If you were after a good watch deal,
now is your chance. Watch Deal Apple Watch Series 5 (GPS+ Cellular, 40mm) | Silver Aluminium Case White Sports Band | Was £499 | Save £389.99 |£109.01 NowThe smaller version of Series 5 of Amazon Silver Aluminium, combined with an affordable (but still premium) sports band, has been
reduced to a surprisingly low price given that the model came out a year ago. If you were after a good watch deal, now is your chance. Watch Deal Apple Watch Series 5 (GPS + Cellular, 44mm) | Space Grey Aluminium Case with Black Sports Band | Was £529 | Save £399.99 | £129.01 Now Save
£129.01 (24%) Larger version of Amazon Black Aluminium's Series 5 combined with an affordable (but still premium) sports band Given that the model came out a year ago, the price has been surprisingly reduced to a lower price. If you were after a good watch deal, now is your chance. View Deal Apple
Watch Series 5 (GPS + Cellular, 44mm) - Gold Stainless Steel Case with Gold Milanese Loop | Was £799 | Save £542.99 | £256.01 Now (32%) The larger version of the Amazon series, combined with the ultra-stylish Gold Milanese Loop, Given that the model came out a year ago, it has been reduced to
a surprisingly low price. If you were after a good watch deal, now is your chance. See Deal Apple Watch SE GPS + Cellular | Was: £319 | Now: £309 | Savings: A small but welcome discount on the £10 brand new Apple Watch SE on Amazon means it can now be bagged for £309 in a 40mm variant. The
watch SE offers a large OLED display, GPS, mobile connection, swimming proof and more. Various colourways are available at a £10 discount. Watch Deal Apple Watch Series 3 42mm (GPS) | Space Grey Aluminium Case Black Sports Band (Renewal) | It was £199.95 | Save £169.95 |£30 now (15%)
This example of the Apple Watch Series 3 on Amazon has a larger 42mm case, finished in space grey aluminium. It is matched with a matching dark grey sport rubber strap. Used .ViewDeal Fitbit Inspired Health &amp; Fitness Tracker | Was £69.99 | Now £38.99 | £31 off on Amazon Slim and minimalist
Fitbit Inspire is fast to cut black Friday costs by £31 and see costs drop below £40. It offers a lot of all-day activity tracking, sleep tracking, automatic exercise recognition, and more. As well as free shipping, we also offer a choice of colorways. View Deal Samsung Galaxy Watch Active (Rose Gold) |was
£199 | Save £129 | Save £70 from Amazon | Currently, the most basic version of the out-of-stock Galaxy Watch Active is, at least in our opinion, one of the most compelling: it has most of the bells and whistles of the new model, but You're receiving a much bigger discount. The perfect first (or second)
smartwatch. View Deal Samsung Galaxy Watch Active (Black) | Was £199 | Now £129 | Active with Galaxy Watch Black saving £70 on Amazon? Again, the most basic version of Galaxy Watch Active is one of the most compelling, at least in our opinion: It has most of the bells and whistles of the new
model, but with much bigger discounts. The perfect first (or second) smartwatch. Watch Deal Garmin Forerunner 645 Music Smartwatch |To a great smartwatch and fitness tracker. One of the best features of the 645 is that it has 500 songs of space perfect for listening to music and also has Garming
Pay's contactless payment technology inside. It incorporates support for cycling, pool swimming, columns, ovals, cardio, and more. Argos.View Deal Fossil Men's Jen 5 Touchscreen Smartwatch For Just £199.99 Now | Was: £279 | Now: £149 | Save: £130 (47%) The stylish and highly capable
smartwatch of Amazon Fossils gets a sculpture that costs almost half the price of 47%, the fact that its price crash sees it fall from £279 to just £149. It is a fitness tracker and smartwatch with GPS, heart rate and activity tracking, swim proof design, pedometer, and smart AI assistant on call. See Deal
Garmin Vivo Move 3S Hybrid Smartwatch |was: £219.99 | Now: £139 | Save: £80.99 on Amazon You can also wear to dinner, smartwatch, the ultra-stylish Garmin Vivomove comes with real watch hands and a hidden touchscreen display. It has a great watch band change system too, meaning you can
replace your appearance at any time. GPS, fitness tracking, notifications, calls, and more are enabled. Watch Dielph Away Watch GT2 | Was: £199 | Now: £109 | Save: £90.99 on Amazon Huawei's sports and fitness-oriented smartwatch gets a very welcome £82 price cut on Amazon for Black Friday.
Equipped with a Kirin A1 chip, it is a powerful and stylish 46mm smartwatch that packes a 1.39 AMOLED display with a 3D glass screen and offers GPS, fitness tracking, sleep tracking, 15 workout modes and more. See the Deir Garmin Venu smartwatch |it was £329 | Now £229 | Save £100 at Cary's
Garmin's Venu smartwatch has a 1.2-inch AMOLED display and is available in three colours and comes with features such as heart rate monitor, activity, exercise and sleep tracking, and integrated GPS. Deal Black Friday Game Deals The best Black Friday deals in the game will keep you entertained
this Christmas, whether your console of choice is Nintendo, Xbox or PlayStation. Alternatively, you may prefer PC games - we also have deals for you. Star Deal! | Was: £399 | Now: If you're between 5'9 and 6'7, £339 at SecretLab, SecretLab Titan is the game chair you'll have to choose from. It's an
amazing all round chair, especially when finished in Napa leather, taking the premium to a whole new level. So the fact that it's currently discounted at £60 means it's clueless for those currently in the game chair market. Whatever your setup, you can choose from a huge range of upholstery finishes,
which means this chair will fit it. See Deal PlayStation Plus 12-month membership | | Now: Great price in 12 months for £37.49 PlayStation Plus on Amazon. The deal works out at just £3.11 per month for access to 24 hand-picked free games, PlayStation store discounts, cloud saving and more. It is the
perfect partner for new PS5 purchases. Offer ends November 30. View Deal Nintendo Switch Lite + FreeCase | £199.99 at Argos This is a really very small deal in the eyes of T3. You get a nice fun Nintendo Switch Lite in any color you want, as well as a stylish and very useful carry case for it and don't
get scuffed or scratched even when used on the road or in a bag. Grey Model | Turquoise Model | Yellow Model | Pink Model View Deal Nintendo Switch Fortnite Special Edition Animal Crossing: New Horizons Pack | £329.99 at Nintendo Store | Currently Out of Stock Games Saved 2020, Animal
Crossing: New Horizons Here we partner with special edition Fortnite consoles and Fortnite games, and you can also get the Nintendo Switch Hard Pouch - Deluxe Elite Edition, which will keep your consoles and games safe during your trip. A great bundle that offers adrenaline-filled battle royale shooting
as well as animals and sedated and calm island buildings. View Deal Nintendo Switch Fortnite Special Edition Mario Mega Pack | £379.99 in the Nintendo Store | You will find a special edition Fault Night console with a fault night game preinstalled, as well as Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, Super Mario 3D All
Stars, Nintendo Switch Joy Con Wheels - Mario, Nintendo Switch Joy Con Wheels - Luigi, Nintendo Switch Hard Pouch - £389.99 at the Deluxe Elite Edition Nintendo Store | Now out of stock wow! Now this is a great Nintendo Switch bundle. You get a special edition Fortnite console along with a fault



night game, and then the legend of Zelda: The Legend of Zelda: Breath in the Wild Game, High Rule Warrior: The Age of The Karamity Game, and the legend of the Zelda analog stick cap for the system's Joycon controller. Oh, and you're also going to get a hard porch carry case. View Deal Nintendo
Switch Fortnite Special Edition Minecraft Pack | £304.99 at the Nintendo Store | The bundle also comes with a hard pouch carry case for consoles and game carts. It's unlimited building and shooting in one great package. View DealUp for £30 off Amazon's Nintendo Switch console and the Nintendo
Switch Bundle Black Friday deals are now available, and it's on both the Full Fat and Switch Lite consoles. The game includes the excellent Super Mario 3D All-Star, but there is also a special edition Fortnite console. If you want to be able to bag a Nintendo Switch Christmas gift, now is the best time to
buy. See Deal Secret Omega Game Chairs | Was: £349 | Now: The £289 Secret Lab Omega at SecretLab is the perfect chair for those who weigh under 17 stone and measure less than 5'11 in height. It's the smallest, most compact game chair SecretLab makes, but that doesn't mean it lacks comfort.Or
a decorative choice of large seats. Watch DealASTRO Games A50 Wireless Gaming Headset + Charging Base Station |was: £292.95 | Now: £199.99 | Savings: £92.96 This is a stunning PS5 gaming headset deal as it cuts shy of £100 from premium brand Astro A50 gaming headset + charging base
station. Astro Games makes some of the highest quality gaming headsets in the world and the A50 is now famous for its audio quality and advanced features. The headset offers a long 15-hour battery life, Dolby Surround sound audio, a great microphone with headset controls, USB sound card
capabilities and more. See Deal Turtle Beach Reconnaissance 200 | Was: £39.99 | Now: £29.99 | Savings: A 10 A 25% price cut means this PS5 gaming headset with a flip-up microphone from US headphone maker Turtle Beach will drop to just £29.99 on Black Friday. The set comes with a metal
headband and 12 hours of battery life to unlock all-day gaming sessions. This headset is super versatile, which also works with PCs and Nintendo Switches. Watch Deal Sega Mega Drive Mini | £59.99 at Argos At the strong price of this excellent mini megadrive console, it also comes with two control
pads and should make multiplayer fun. The system has 42 classic megadrive games installed, from Sonic the Hedgehog to Golden Axe to Ecco the Dolphin. View Deal ADX ACHAIR 19 game chair available at Argos | It was £120 | Now £80 | Save £40 in Currys Now this is a great deal for those who were
looking for a game chair upgrade as there is £40 cut the cost of this stylish figure from ADX. Padded armrests, height and angle adjustments, and soft-finish uphosting complete a very attractive (and still cheap) game chair package. See Deal Steel Series Arctis 5 Gaming Headsets | Was: £109.99 | Now:
£74.99 | Save: £35 (32%) SteelSeries is one of T3's favourite gaming headset makers, with headphones always landing on the T3's best gaming headset buying guide. And here we are, shutting off SteelSeries' excellent Axis 5 headset, which offers 360-degree audio and DTS headphones, for 35
pounds: X v2.0 surround sound. It also comes with the manufacturer's prism RGB lighting system and ergonomically on-ear controls. Great wired gaming headset for less money. See Deal Logitech G213 Prodigee Gaming Keyboard |was: £59.99 |now: £39.99 |save: £25 (44%) This minimalist and stylish
RGB gaming keyboard from Logitech has been cut by half at the Amazon Black Friday sale. The £28 price cut is a big one for respected manufacturer Logitech's gaming keyboards now means it's available for just £34.99. Deal Logitech G903 Lightspeed Game Watch Mouse | Was: £129.99 | Now: £71.99
| Savings: The £58 Logitech G903 Lightspeed features the manufacturer's Hero 16K sensor with 140 hours of battery life, a two-handed design and up to 11 programmable buttons. It also boasts a pro-grade 1ms response time and features Logitech PowerPlay wireless chargingAlso. Now £58 Off On
Amazon! See Deal Logitech G533 Wireless Gaming Headset |was: £139.99 |Now: £67.99 |Save: £72 Logitech G533 Wireless, 7.1 Surround Sound, 40mm Pro-G Driver, Noise Cancelling Microphone, It results in 15 hours of battery life in one stylish package. And it's just a package that has been made
much more affordable thanks to the FAT £72 price cut. Show Deal Lazar Wolverine Tournament Edon Controller |was: £119.99 |now: £69.99 | Savings: £50 The fact that a great wired Xbox controller gets a fantastic £50 price cut here and sees its price plummet to just £50. It is made by Razer, one of the
most respected gaming hardware companies in the world, and features the company's chroma lighting system. It also offers a hair trigger mode with trigger stop and ergonomic non-slip rubber grip. Deal Sony PlayStation 5 | Where to buy a PS5 now, it is very many cases to find a PS5, but the location of
the T3 to buy ps5 guide can help you. We track inventory at all retail stores and report every day to help gamers know the best places to search for consoles. The best Black Friday deals on smart home kits looking at deal Black Friday smart home deals mean you can save money with Hue smart lighting,
Amazon Echo devices and even smart toothbrushes! was the entirely new Echo Dot 4th generation |£49.99 | Now save £28.99 | Save £21 on Amazon This is This is the first time the brand new Echo Dot has had any money away! Grab it for almost half the price while you can because it will be a big hit
this Christmas! sees the fourth generation of Deal All New Echo |was £89.99 |now £59.99 |Save £30 on Amazon The latest version of Amazon Echo has much improved speakers for better quality music playback and It now has a smart home control hub built in for devices including Philips Fue bulbs. And
Alexa is, of course, smarter than everyone else. Discounted for the first time since its launch! sees Deal Amazon Echo Show 5 |was £79.99 |now £39.99 |Compact Amazon Echo Show 5 smart home hub and speaker system saving £40 on Amazon has now been cut by £40 on Amazon Black Friday sales.
Ideal for homes of all sizes, Show 5 works just like a bedside alarm clock or radio as it does in a multifunctional kitchen or living room companion. View Deal Amazon Fire TV Stick Light | Was: £29.99 | Now: £19.99 | Savings: £10 Amazon's new low-cost streamer offers the same great interface and Alexa
voice control, so it's easy to find your favourites. The remote control is a bit more basic than the 4K version, does HD video instead of 4K and doesn't have the advanced sound of Dolby Atmos, but it's fine if you only have an HD TV. Watch Deal Amazon Fire TV Stick | Was: £39.99 | Now: £24.99 | Save:
£15 (33%) For an extra five people you can also pick up a standard Amazon Fire TV stick that offers the same HD performance as the lights, but add backThings like TV control and Dolby Atmos support that Lite does not have. If you want these things, the extra £5 is hardly going to break the bank. 33%
Off Now Amazon Deal Amazon Fire TV Stick 4K |was: £49.99 | Now £29.99 | Save: £20 (40%) Amazon's most range streaming sticks are currently discounted by 40%, which means it's under £30 - ridiculously cheap for what you get. We awarded this streamer up to 5 stars in our review and concluded
that recommending it would be ignorant. The included remote control makes browsing easy. Watch deal all new Echo Dot in the fourth generation |was: £59.99 |now: £38.99 |save: £21 (35%) and the watch and the all-new Echo Dot are also discounted now at the Amazon Black Friday sale. You can pick it
up 35% less than usual, equivalent to a saving of £21. Get all the features of a whole new echo dot, as well as an LED screen, which is great for displaying time, timer, weather, etc. Ideas bedside tablets and kitchen companions. Watch Dealling Video Doorbell 3 | Was: £179 | Now: £119 | Savings: The
£60 ring video doorbell 3 comes with improved sensor detection, WiFi, 1080p HD video and two-way audio, making it one of the absolute best video doorbells on the market today. It is now discounted at £60 even on Amazon and it will be a great Black Friday bargain. Watch Deal Nest Mini |was £49 |now
£24 | Saving £25 on Google's smallest smart speaker is a great addition to any home - it has the full features of Google Assistant but a smaller, more basic speaker. It comes in a range of colors, bedrooms, kitchens, offices or .. Really everywhere. Watch Deal Nest Audio |was £89.99 |now £69.99 |
Saving £20 on Google's new midsize smart speaker offers better audio quality than the original Google Home thanks to its dual driver system and is still a top-notch Google Assistant device. The new tall slim design with fabric cover also looks great. See Deal Google Nest Hub |was £79.99 |now £59.99 |
Save £20 on Google This is the smaller of Google's two smart displays, displaying useful relevant information using its display as well as voice-based Google Assistant permissions. You can also play videos from many sources, including YouTube, perfect for the kitchen! | Save £50 on Google The
ultimate smart speaker and display! It also has a built-in camera for video calls - perfect for keeping touch on top of lockdown. And it's pretty good for music as well, because it incorporates powerful speakers. See Deal Philips Hugh White and Color Ambiance Starter Kit |Was £149.99 |Now £89.99 |Saving
£60 on Amazon Philips Hugh is the best smart lighting platform in the world and its starter kit is the absolute best way to jump into the worldSmart bulbs. You get not only three color-changing bulbs, but also the Hue Bridge you need to control them in one package. View Deal Oral B Smart 6000N Cross
Action Electric Toothbrush | Was £219.99 | Now £54.99 | Save £165 on Amazon Huge Discount Here Oral B Smart 6 6000N cut a huge 75% from a cross-action electric toothbrush and its price is just £54.99 (save £165) from £219.99 the fact that you're seeing it plummet into. This toothbrush is available
in three different colors and delivery is free. Oral-B is one of the best electric toothbrush manufacturers in the world, so this is a great offer. See Deal Google Nest Mini (2nd Generation) | Was: £49 | Now: £19 | Savings: The lowest price of a £30 Google Nest Mini means it can now be bagged for just £19.
This is a crazy great price for such a skilled smart speaker and home hub. You can also choose from three different colors, including black, pink, and silver. Was: £79.99 | Now: £34.99 | Save: £45 A 56% discount lands this excellent touchscreen toting smart home hub, news source and music player for
just £34.99. Ideal as a bedside tablet radio alarm clock, as a kitchen companion for the next recipe or as an entertainment point for living space. It is now available in black and silver colors for curry. Was: £135.99 | Now: £63.99 | Savings: £72 Philips Fue is the world's premium smart lighting company and
here its excellent five-star rated White &amp; Colour Ambience Starter Kit is available with a huge £72 price cut attached. Perfect for kickstarting your home with smart lighting, this kit comes with two color-changing smart bulbs and the Hue Bridge you need to control them. Deal Black Friday Kitchen
Deals See the best Black Friday deals on kitchen appliances, you can find cheap coffee machines, kettles, slow cookers and more. Tassimo Bosch Coffee Machine | Was £79.99 | Now £29.99 | Save £50 on curry This small, compact coffee machine is perfect for those who like the idea of a pod system
but don't have the space or need for a huge café-level system. It can produce 36 different coffee and hot drinks and has a capacity of 0.7 liters and an automatic shut-off function. You can also choose from 5 different colors, but delivery from Curry is free. View Deal Ninja Hoodie Electric Multi Cooker |
was £199.99 | now £149 | Save £50.99 on Amazon This big 6-litre capacity multi-cooker comes from one of the world's most respected brands, Ninja. It also has seven different cooking settings, which means you can cook almost any kind of way. Perfect for returning to a hot home cooking on a cold
winter night. Now almost £51 or 25% off amazon. Now on sale Outview Deal Krupp Opio Pump Espresso Coffee Machine |was: £149.99 |now: £74.99 |save: £75 (50%) Argos absolutely nailed it here with this half price Krupio espresso and latte-making coffee machine deal. This system isFor those who
are not fans of pod coffee machines because it takes ground coffee beans and produces beverages with a powerful 15 bar pump. The spacious 1.5-litre water tank means the whole family can be made with espresso or lattes. Watch Deal KitchenAid Stand Mixer |was: £399.99 |now: £349.99 | Savings:
£50 KitchenAid is a stand mixer fore, where premium Artisan models are down very much at £50 for Black Friday. This mixer offers a choice of 10 speed settings and comes with a mixing bowl with a wide 4.8 liter capacity. The structure is all metal and second to none. Watch Duo Temp Pro Espresso
Machine Deal Sage BES810BSS |was: £379.95 |now:£299 |save: £80.95 (21%) A fat £80 price cut here will lower the price of this premium brand sage coffee machine to below £300. The system looks stunning and boasts sage's typical attention to detail in its design, providing accurate espresso
extraction, microform milk texturing and smart auto purge capabilities. Whether you want more than espresso, Americano or latte, this system can do it - and it's now dwindling on Amazon. Was: £99 | Now: £79 | Saving: £20 AO.com cuts this quality microwave from Samsung for £20 for Black Friday,
reducing its price from £99 to just £79. The system not only incorporates 20 cooking programs, but also features an eco-mode that ensures less energy used in standby. The capacity of 23 liters is ideal for small to medium-sized houses. Now Sold Out View Deal Clock Pot Lift and Saab Digital Slow
Cooker |was: £59.99 |now: £49.95 |save: £10.04 (17%) Clock pot slow cooker is an incredibly convenient and versatile kitchen companion and now this 4.7 litre system is just £4.7 litres for Black Friday sales to 49.95. This is the largest capacity offered and is perfect for family cooking. You can cook food
anywhere between 30 minutes and 20 hours, and comes with a hinge lid that facilitates the offering. View Dielkenwood Prospero Compact Stand Mixer |was: £189.99 | Now: £99 | Save: £90.99 (48%) This powerful stand mixer packed with a 1000W motor and a large 4.3 litre brushed steel mixing bowl. It
also comes with a jag blender attachment and three different mixing tools, but variable speed control allows for optimal mixing. Now at Amazon, basically cut by half the price. Now on sale Outview's Dea Eg L6FBG141R Independent Washing Machine |was: £599.99 | Now: £479 | Save: £120.99 (20%)
Large 10 litre drum capacity make this independent washing machine ideal for large homes, its customized cleaning cycle and certified wool mark blue programme, no matter what you need to wash Even Woolen means the results are excellent. Amazon View Deal Haddin Electric Kettle reduced by
£120.99 with 1.7L | Was: £39.99 | Now: £37.99 | Save: £2 (5%) This ultra-stylish Hadi Neon electric pot is made of glass and the inner lid and base are made of food grade 304 stainless steel. It also heatsVery fast, you can boil 1.5 liters of water in just 6 minutes. Automatic shut-off function, 360 degree
swivel base and scratch resistant borsic acid finish complete the package. The discount is only £2, but all the little help is right? | Was: £88.99 | Now: £55.99 | Save: £33 (37%) This blender, meat grinder, ice crusher and smoothie maker is now down 36% to £56.95. It is also a really powerful blender with a
2000w motor and 10 adjustable speed controls. The large 2-litre capacity means it's a cocktail for everyone too. See Deal de Longi Eretta Coffee Machine |was: £999.99 |now: £549 |save: £450.99 (45%) Delongieretta Cup coffee machine fully automatic beans are the dream system of coffee lovers. It is a
barista-level system cable that reproduces real coffee drinks by combining much better with an intuitive touch panel, automatic milk menu, rat techlesma system and automatic cleaning function. From espresso to latte macchiart, the system produced it all, with 45% off black Friday sales. Black Friday
Home Deals The best Black Friday deals on homewares can upgrade new furniture, bedding, mattresses and more for a cozy winter at home. Emma Mattress | 36% off site-wide with code T36 Get a cheeky extra discount on Emma using code T36 at checkout. Now, we recommend going for the super
comfortable memory foam Emma Original, our favorite mattress in the world - but this discount is valid throughout Emma's full range of excellent sleep products. See DealOtti Mattresses | Otti Mattress Ottie won multiple awards for its range of excellent hybrid mattresses up to 45% off. They are already
excellent value and even better with this huge Black Friday price drop. Choose between original, bargain essentials and eco-friendly PURE. The View Deal Way Fair Christmas sale is currently a Wayfair Christmas sale, with discounts on everything from ornaments to duvet sets, furniture to festive
favourites such as rugs, wreaths and wreaths. Dining tables and chairs will also be reduced, ideal if you want a new table where the whole family gathers for meals and board games. Show Deal Bosch Professional GSR 12 V-15 FC Cordless Drill Driver Set | It was £238.39 | Now £168.95 | Save £69.44
on Amazon This comprehensive professional electric drill set has been reduced by £69.44 at the Amazon Black Friday sale and is now a smart choice for those looking to upgrade their DIY features. A range of rotating chucks is included and the drill is completely cordless for maximum flexibility. 35% Off
All Mattresses Deal35% Off Deal35% Off Is The Most Welcome, but you'd find it to be a Simba mattress, but it's very welcome because it's some of the best in the world today. Monthly payment plans are also available. See Deal35% Off Eve Sleep Mattress Orders Over £500 Save Big Thanks to
Mattresses, Bed Frames and DiscountsNow up to 35% in some cases on Eve Sleep. Everything from Eve's light hybrids to premium mattresses can be bagged at a price cut. Watch deal nectar sleep mattress sales | £125+ 2 free pillows from any mattress knock £125 off any Nectar mattress and get two
free pillows worth £70 thrown in as happy extras in this excellent Black Friday deal. The mattress is a 25cm thick mid-storage foam model designed to hug your body without causing overheating. Watch Deirdison Cyclone V8 Absolute Extra | Was: £399 | Now: £299 | Savings: The £100 Dyson vacuum is a
world leader and this V8 Black Friday deal is welcome as it cuts £100 from its cost. This powerful wireless vacuum provides a 40-minute runtime on a per-charge, providing 150% more brush power than V6 animals. There is also a handheld mode, which packs certified allergy and asthma stain ejectors.
Ideal for all floor types. Look at deal tableware from £5 from John Lewis John Lewis and now have a huge crockery sale that cuts big money from almost everything you can hope for. Designer brands like Denbien have also been reduced, which make it easier to bag stylish tableware sets cheaply. If you
literally need something this Christmas, look at DealSave for furniture, bedding, Christmas decorations and more at Wayfair, and Wayfair's Christmas sale is the destination to visit this Black Friday. We're slashing prices on everything from furniture and bedding to cookware sets, small appliances, lighting
and wardrobes. Deal Black Friday Beauty and Grooming Deals Star DEAL! Was: £550 | Now: £325 | Save £150 on Amazon This top model from Philips Rumea comes with three attachments: one big for the body, one for the face and one for the precision attachment. It also comes with an integrated skin
tone sensor for extra safety and a convenient storage bag. See Deal GHD Platinum + Styler | It was £189 | Now £142.99 | Save £46.01 on Amazon GHD Platinum + Smart Styler is one of the best you can buy. Always adapt to your hair to ensure optimal styling temperature. Result: 70% stronger hair and
even stronger appearance than that. Now Sold Out Out Deal GHD Helios Hair Dryer |was £159 |now £130 | Saving £29 on Amazon Lighter and faster for ultimate speedy styling controls and results, GHD Helios radically speeds up blow-drying by maximizing dry performance. The 2200 watt brushless
motor and wave heater concentrate 120 km/hr air flow. It is a transaction at this price. Currently sold out view deal GHD original styler professional ceramic hair straightener |was £109 |now £80.99 |£28.01 (26%) Has a round barrel to create curls, flicks, waves and straighteners in Amazon GHD's Mk IV
Styler. Universal voltage compatibility means they can be used anywhere you travel. With a 2-year manufacturer's warranty, this is another big problem. See Deal GHD Max Styler Professional Ceramic Hair| It was £149 | now £109.99 | £39.01 (26%) with GHD Max Styler, with amazon straight, long, thick
or frizzy hair. These pro-grade ceramic hair straighteners have a wide, smooth and contoured plate that glides through your hair to do any style of light work. See Deal GHD Glide Hotbrush |was £139 |save £105.99|save £33.01 (24%) is the first professional hotbrush for hairstyling from GHD on Amazon
Glide. Easily tame and smooth your dry hair for minimal frizz and quick and easy styling. An optimal styling temperature of 185ºC ensures healthier looking hair. See Deal Foreo UFO Smart Mask Processing Equipment |was £169 |now £109.85 | Saving £59.15 on An Amazon UFO is the world's most
advanced smart mask designed to turn your favourite 20-minute sheet mask tre8atment into a 90-second treat. The UFO active mask combines FOREO's hyperinsion technology (heating, cooling, T-sonic pulsation) with LED light therapy for professional-level treatment at home. Watch Deal Gillette Lab
Heated Razor for Men |Was £148.50 |Now £99|Boots saving £49.50 With Boots Designed to transform shaving from daily chores to fun and pleasure experiences, heated razors use revolutionary warming bars to provide continuous heat and comfort throughout every stroke of your shaving. As you press
the button, you can easily choose between two levels of heat to achieve optimal comfort based on your own preferences. View Deirsle Y Men's Eau de Toilette 60ml |Was £55 | Now £27.50 | Save £27.50 on Boots Bright and Crisp, Y Eau de Toilette opens with citrus notes of bergamot and lemon, paired
with an airy breeze of white aldehydes, for clean freshness. Herbal notes of geranium, sage &amp; juniper add a rustic mind to the scent and ground the scent. View Dierdikenzo Flower by Kenzo Eau de Toilette 50ml |was £56 | now £28 | Save £28 on Boots KENZO reveals the fresh, light side of the
poppy, its iconic red flowers. Violet, mandarin and Bulgarian roses add finishing touches to powdered vanilla and white musk accord. Dielpaco Lavanne Invictus 2020 Collector's Edition Watch Eau de Toilette 100ml | It was £69 | Now £41.40 | Save £27.60 with Boots Pakora Vanne Invictus, open with
marine accords and laurel leaves, with a heart of an anberglis accord and grapefruit peel. Finally, the base is guaiac wood and patchouli. Currently sold outpaco labanne 1 million for men Eau de Toilette 100ml for him |was £69 |now £45 |a drunken, powerful blend that saves £24 on boots. Fresh start - slip
into spicy leather. Rose cinnamon male-like accord. Blonde leather, blonde wood. Arrest alchemy of full-on seduction. Now Sold Out View Deal Hugo Boss Boss Bottle Night Eau de Toilette was 200ml |£88 |now £44 |Unique composition between elegance and seduction save £44 in boots. Intense and
spicy aftersher for men with a deliberate, edgy and male character. Woods is the key to scent: BOSS bottle night introduces scented replicas ofRich and exotic new wood, Loulo Amarello.Diesel Only Brave Men's Eau de Toilette 50ml |£49.50 |now £24.75 |Saving £24.75 on Boots On The Brave is the
iconic men's perfume by Diesel. Citrus Woody, this eau de toilette opens with the exhilaration and freshness of vitality of lemon and mandarin, contrasting with the herbish spiciness of coriander. Heart notes bring aromatic sensuality with labdanum, violet leaves and rosemary Finally, the base notes create
long-term strength and elegance with amber warmth, leather strength and woody cedar notes. Watch Deal Hugo Boss Bosmavie for her Eau de Parfum 50ml |was £56 |now £27 |save £26 in boots inspired by the independent spirit of a woman as she pauses to indulge in a simple moment in life. In this
moment, she exudes a glow of femininity and confidence, her most seductive. Fresh, luxurious and fulfilling, this perfume is created around cactus flowers and invites you to take time to taste your life. Deal No7 View 7 View View Collection | Value £103 | Save £35 | Boots for £68 Find all your beauty
favorites in one place with a No7 beauty collection, you'll have a swoon with beauty-filled delights! This kit includes everything you need to shine and shine whatever the glamorous occasion! No7View Deal Oral B iO8 electric toothbrush black onyx and create eye spherical looks in a limited travel case |
was £450 | now £180 | Saving £270 with Boots Oral B went above and beyond to create a brushing experience that is in its own class. Beyond technological advances to incorporate purely world-class engineering - allowing for the most thorough, calm and quiet cleanliness of your life. Beyond design that
creates objects of genuine desire - creating a sophisticated look reserved for the most sought-after technology. Brown Series 6 60-B1200s Precision Trimmer Was Electric Behavior for Men | was £199.99 | Now £89.99 | £110 Brown Series 6 electric shaver for men saved, remains sensitive to the skin and
features dermatologically tested SensoFlex swivel heads and SensoFoil blades that allow low pressure adaptation for intimacy. Lithium-ion batteries provide a fast charge of 3 weeks and 5 minutes of shaving. This male electric razor is 100% waterproof for wet &amp; dry use as well. Brown Series 9
9399PS Electric Shaver - Silver |was £449.99 |now £189.99 |Saving £260 on boots brown series 9 is the most efficient electric shave in the world. 5 shaving elements capture more hair in one stroke for perfect shaving. This foil shaver provides you with a gentle shave nearby, without compromise. Electric
razors glide over the skin and are suitable for wet or dry shaving. You can now shave long (60 minutes) cordless with 20% more battery than the previous Series 9. Pro display with performance dashboard is included. All Series 9 shavers are made in Germany with excellent craftsmanship. Babylis Pearl
Shimmer Straightener |was £74.99 || Save £41.99 on boots The Babylis Pearl Shimmer Straightener is perfect for everyday styling. It achieves fast results in professional heating systems, provides fast heat up to 235°C and maintains temperatures in use for perfect results in all strokes. The smooth nano
quartz ceramic plate glides your hair easily to smooth the kink while taming the frizz for a beautiful, sophisticated finish followed by ions. See the Corral-B Genius 9000 White Electric Toothbrush with Brown | It was £300 | Now £77.99 | Save £222.01 with boots inspired by dentist's whitening tools, and the
3DW round toothbrush head and whitening mode gently brush the surface stains to reveal your white teeth from day one. Oral-B's most premium brushes to this point feature a new handle design, longer battery life, customizable LED SmartRing in 12 colors and a travel case that recharges not only
toothbrushes but also smartphones. Philips Sonnicka HX9331/32 White Diamond Clean Electric Toothbrush | Was £300 | Now £89.99 | Save £210.01 on boots from sonic toothbrush brands recommended by dental professionals around the world, and the most stylish toothbrush yet comes.
DiamondClean is not only the most elegant sonic electric toothbrush, but also offers unbeatable performance, for whiter, healthier teeth. Premium plaque control brush head removes up to 10 times more plaque and achieves healthier gums in just 2 weeks compared to manual toothbrushes. With Philips
Sonichale Diamond Clean, you will have white teeth from day one. See Deal Philips Diamond Clean Sonic Electric Toothbrush - Black |Was £300 |Now £89.99 |Save £210.01 on boots from sonic toothbrush brands recommended by dental professionals around the world, and the most stylish toothbrush
yet comes. DiamondClean is not only the most elegant sonic electric toothbrush, but also offers unbeatable performance, for whiter, healthier teeth. Premium plaque control brush head removes up to 10 times more plaque and achieves healthier gums in just 2 weeks compared to manual toothbrushes.
With Philips Sonichale Diamond Clean, you will have white teeth from day one. Deir Lero 8 Feature Personal Massager - Watch LILY 2 | It was £115 | Now £74.75 | Save £40.25 on more powerful, more beautiful and more discreet in boots, LILY 2 delicately injects a signature scent to satisfy all of your
senses and is perfect for solo play or nesting between partners during love affairs. Philips Series 5000 Wet and Dry Men's Electric Chaver and Precision Trimmer | Was £140 | Now save £64 | Save £76 on Amazon Philips Series 5000 Schaber to protect your skin from nicks and cuts. The ComfortCut
blade glides across your face, reducing the number of nicks and cuts while giving a smooth, close shave to a regular razor blade. A powerful fast-charging battery provides 40 minutes of shaving time or if a quick charge of 5 minutes in a hurry gives one full shaving. Brown Silk Expert Pro 5 |was £600 |now
save £231.99 |£368.01 Silk ExpertBraun is the latest generation IPL and the safest, fastest and most efficient IPL for visible hair reduction in just four weeks. It also features a new compact design that is 15% small and 25% lighter for easy handling and easy handling. Waterpic Cordless Plus Water
Flosser |was £55 | Now £35 | Save £20 on boots Improve your oral health and enjoy a cleaner, fresh mouth with water pick cordless plus water flosser WP-450UK. With rechargeable batteries and compact design, this portable oral irrigating agent is the perfect solution if you prefer the convenience of
cordless electric water flossers. It cleans deep, conventional brushing and flossing between the teeth under an unreachable gum line and makes use of a unique combination of water pressure and pulsation. It also massages and stimulates the gums for enhanced circulation. Brown Series 3 Proskin 3040s
Electric Shaver | Was £109.99 | Now £49.99 | Save £60 on Boots Brown Series 3 3040s Wet and Dry Electric Shave makes it easier to cope with a three-day beard, with 30% less skin irritation and an improved FreeFloat system. Brushing Travel Case Boots Exclusive Art and See Deal Oral B Genius X
Rose Gold Electric Toothbrush | Was £340 | Now £90 | Save £250 with Artificial Intelligence and Boots Genius X Oral B is the latest electric toothbrush from the No.1 dentist recommended brand around the world. GENIUS X with artificial intelligence truck doing brushing (and not brushing enough) in your
mouth. The Oral-B app provides your personalized feedback, so you know where you need to focus more and how to get your best results every day. Philips Rumea Prestige IPL Hair Removal Device |was £475 |now £266.99 |Save £208.01 with Boots Philips Rumea derived from salon pro-IPL technology,
allowing you to get rid of your hair safely, effectively and easily at home. Philips Lumea Prestige works effectively for a wide variety of hair and skin types from naturally dark blonde, brown and black colored hair to skin tones from very white brown to dark brown. Oral B iO8 Electric Toothbrush White
Alabaster Limited Travel Case | Was £450 | Now £180 | Saving £270 with Boots Oral B has been on top and beyond to create a brushing experience that is in its own class. Beyond technological advances to incorporate purely world-class engineering - allowing for the most thorough, calm and quiet
cleanliness of your life. Beyond design that creates objects of genuine desire - creating a sophisticated look reserved for the most sought-after technology. View Deal Oral B Pro 2 2000N Cross Action Electric Toothbrush | Was £80 | Now £35 | Save £45 with a boot dentist-inspired round head and
excellent vibration rotation and pulsating technology to clean better for healthier gums and manual toothbrushes in 30 days. Gently whiten your teeth from the first day with a polishing cup that holds the toothpaste and provides it where it is needed to remove surface stains. Oral B Pro 2 2000N Electric
Toothbrush Protects CustomersWith automatic slowing down, it warns you if you brush too hard and slows down the brushing speed. Watch Deal Philips Sonichale Protective Clean 4300 Black Electric Toothbrush |was £140 | Now £50 | Boots Philips Sonichale Protective Clean 4300 to save £90 and
gently but effectively remove plaque between teeth and along gumlines It uses a unique sonic technology that drives a deep fluid between the teeth along with a specially designed brush head. Simply brushing twice a day with Philips Sonichale Protective Clean 4300 increases plaque removal of teeth and
gums in just 2 weeks (against normal brushing). Deal Brown Silk Epil 9 9-890 Watch Epitor for Women | Was £199.99 | Now £99.99 | Save £100 on Boots Brown Silk Epil 9-890 with a wide head for superfast hair removal. Enjoy weeks of salon smooth skin thanks to microgrip technology and a 40% wide
head that removes 0.5mm short hair. Shaving and trimmer heads give you additional options for sensitive areas, meaning the epicenter for women is 100% waterproof and can be epilate in the bath or shower for a painless experience. Watch DealBlack Friday electric scooter trading style and get around
for less money than before with these very attractive Black Friday deals available across a whole host of different scooter models. Xiao Mimi 1S |was £499 |now £399 | Saving £100 on Halfords by Xiaomi, the Mi 1S electric scooter has a range of up to 18.6 miles and a top speed of 15.5 miles per hour. It
also features a dual braking system, front and rear lights, reflective strips and Bluetooth for connecting to a smartphone and three riding modes. Watch Deal Ino Kim Quick 3 Super Electric Scooter | was £949.99 | now £759.99 | Save £190 with Pure Electric The Ino Kim Quick 3 Super comes with a new
handlebar folding mechanism that makes it easy and compact to carry and save. It also features innovative new wide traction tires to reduce slippage. Using a powerful 48v battery, the Ino Kim Quick 3 Super offers power and strength for the most difficult rides and can carry a weight of up to 120 kg.
Ninebot Segway E22E Electric Scooter | Was £379.99 | Now £359 | Save £20.99 with Pure Electric The Ninebot Segway E22E is the next generation update to the ES1 entry-level e-scooter. The lightweight construction and one-push folding system make the E22E easy to store in the car, on public
transport and with one hand. View Deal Eel Model 1 E500 Electric Scooter | Was £990 | Now £890 | Save £100 with Pure Electric The Eel Model 1 E500 is an update to the previous generation Model 1 E450. It is based on its predecessor with an upgraded 250W motor housed in each of the wheels.
Currently, the rated output is a total of 500W, which makes hill work even easier with gradients of up to 15 degrees. See deal XiaoMipro 2 electric scooters |Was £599.99 | Now £479 | The new 2020 Xiaomi Pro 2, which saves £120.99 on Amazon, is based on the best-selling M365 Pro with upgraded
safety features. It is a premium level of komai technologyComplete with proven 300W rated motor with 25km/h maximum speed and 45km claim range*, air filled tires and fashionable integrated display. Deal Black Friday Watches and Jewelry Deals See Omega Seamaster Diver 300m Coakshall 44mm |
Was £4,350 | Presented in a £3,915 sleek 44mm stainless steel case at Goldsmiths now, protected by sapphire crystal glass, this watch boasts a sleek black dial with a 30-minute recorder at 3am, a 12-hour recorder at 6am and a small second sub-dial at 9am. Omega's coaxial calibre 3330 self-winding
movement and 300 meters resistant, helium escape valve and black ceramic unidirectional rotating bezel further increase the capability of this performance-driven watch. View Deal Omega Seamaster Diver 300m Coakshall 44mm |£4,350 |Now the ultimate companion at Goldsmiths at £3,915 aland and
under the waves, this Omega Seamaster 300 diver watch blurs the line between function and form. Powered by omega coaxial calibre 3330 self-winding chronograph movement and water resistance to an impressive 300 meters, this high-performance watch is presented in a polished 44mm stainless
steel case and fastens with a stainless steel bracelet. View Deal Platinum 1.00ct Brilliant Cut Diamond Solitaire Ring | was £7,900 | Now set this solitaire brilliant cut 1.00 carat diamond engagement ring in £3,950 platinum at Goldsmiths Presented with clean elegant and classic four claws Platinum is a
gorgeous piece for the perfect proposal. With one sparkling glowing cut diamond shining on your finger, you don't need any other ornaments. This is a ring to feel good as well as cherish forever. Diamond size 6.30mm. View Deal 18ct Yellow Gold Brilliant Cut 0.70ct Solitaire Diamond Ring | was £4,500 |
Presented with £2,250 clean elegant and classic 4 claws at Goldsmiths now this solitaire brilliant cut 0.70 carat diamond engagement ring 18ct yellow gold is a luxurious piece for the perfect proposal. With one sparkling glowing cut diamond shining on your finger, you don't need any other ornaments. This
is a ring to feel good as well as cherish forever. Diamond size 5.60mm. View Deal 18ct White Gold 0.50cttw Multistone Halo Diamond Ring | was £1,500 | Now at Goldsmiths £750 with its striking design and sparkling personality, this 18 carat white gold 0.50 carat total weight cushion cut diamond multi-
stone haloing is sure to be a welcome addition to your jewellery collection. Featuring sparkling detailing and a sleek white gold finish, this adorable ring is designed to easily complement and enhance your favorite day and night ensembles. See Deal Platinum 0.75ct Brilliant Cut Claw Set Half Eternity Ring
| was £2,500.00 | Now £1,250 timeless delicate and elegant at Goldsmiths This stunning Goldsmiths Eternal Ring will make the perfect token to symbolize eternal love. This gorgeous ring features endless line of sparkleThe total diamond weight of the diamond is 0.75 carats. Its understated charm is
designed to complement the fingers of beloved spouses, whether celebrating the anniversary mark important milestones. View Deal 9ct White Gold 0.50ct Diamond Multi-Stone Stud Earrings | Was £1,000 | Now at Goldsmiths £500 These earrings are sleek, stylish and fully equipped to make a lasting
impact wherever you go. Boasting an adorable 9 carat white gold finish, these eternal earrings are beautifully made to complement and enhance your favorite ensemble on any occasion. Use new state-of-the-art configuration techniques to create a much larger look. View Deal 18ct White Gold 0.60ct
Brilliant Cut Stud Earrings | Was £1,900 | Now with a £950 practical yet super glamorous design at Goldsmiths, these stunning 18 carat white gold, 0.60 carat total weight diamond round 4 claw stud earrings It's a great way to inject impactful style elements into your jewelry box. Featuring a sparkling
diamond and white gold finish, these beautifully crafted stud earrings are the epitome of everyday, wearable design that will never make a lasting impact. View Deal Seiko Prospex Samurai Men's Watch SRPF07K1 |£440 | Now the watch, built for those who love being surrounded by £340 water at
Goldsmiths, boasts water resistance of up to 200 metres and is wrapped in stainless steel for maximum security. Choosing a silicone accordion-style strap ensures that the watch is safe on the wearer's wrist, regardless of their surroundings. See Deal Citizen Eco Drive Chronograph Men's Watches |was
£299 | Now at Goldsmiths the £125 time instrument is designed with a large case that houses the chronograph function and tachymeter, converting elapsed time into speed. It is equipped with Citizen's award-winning eco-drive technology, which uses both natural and artificial light and converts it into
energy to power watches that don't require batteries. View Deal Breitling Super Avenger II 48mm |£4,450 | Now £3,560 with this Breitling Avenger watch at Goldsmiths offers an adventurous watch for those demanding an uncompromising style. The calibre 13 self-winding, stowed inside a 48mm stainless
steel case, is protected by sapphire crystal glass and a one-way brushed steel bezel. View Dealtag Heuer Carrera Calibre 16 41mm |£4,100 | Now at Goldsmiths £3,280 This exclusive Carrera watch is presented with eye-pulling red stitching and sleek black leather straps to complement the red accents
on the dial. Stowed in a robust 41mm polished steel case and framed by a fixed black ceramic bezel indicating tachymeter scale, the bold black dial is protected by sapphire crystal glass. See Deal Gucci G Timeless Men's Watches |was £820 |Now at Goldsmiths £655 This Gucci G Timeless Men's Watch
YA1264055A features a 38mm stainless steel case, displaying black dial and sapphire crystal glass. powered byMoving, this stunning watch also shows leather leather, which ended in a folding fastening for additional security. This watch is also water resistant to 50 meters. View Deal Longines Records
38.5mm Men's Watch | was £1,840 | Now powered by a £1,390 stainless steel case and bracelet at Goldsmiths, an impressive blue dial, a three o'clock date display and scratch-resistant sapphire glass, this stunning watch is also powered by automatic movement to achieve optimum performance. Deal
Black Friday And Other Deals See Nikon Z 50 |£849 |Now Save £675|£174 (20%) On Amazon the Nikon Z 50 is a mirrorless camera with 20.9 megapixel, DX format CMOS sensor and EXPEED 6 image processor. The camera also has 4K video recording, burst mode of 11 frames per second, Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth to connect to Nikon's smartphone app. With this discount, there was no better time to buy. View Deal Sony RX100 VI | It was £1,150 | Save £739 | £411 now (36%) On Amazon the RX100 VI is a Sony compact digital camera with a 24-200mm, F2.8-4.5 Zeiss lens, 20.1 megapixel 1.0-inch
imaging sensor and 4K video recording. This is all of the many specifications and the significantly reduced price on the Amazon.View DealSony RX100 III. It was £407 | Save £349 |£58 now (14%) Sony's RX100 III is a compact 20.1 megapixel camera with 28-70mm, F/3.5-5.6 lens and 3 flip-up
touchscreen display, very tempted by the 14% reduction you can get on camera at the moment on Black Friday. It was £1,079 | Save £839 | £240 (22%) On Amazon the Sony Alpha 7 II has a 24.3 megapixel sensor and a removable 28-7 It's a full frame mirrorless digital camera with 0mm, F/3.5-5.6 lens
and this great Black Friday deal nets more than a fifth off the original price - there was no better time to buy. See the Deal Celestron 70 TravelScope Kit with Backpack | It was £99.99 | Save £76.49 |£23.50 This kit stuffs ceres Toronto LabelScope 70, aluminium tripods, eyepieces and lenses into a custom
backpack to ensure portability with easy - and you get a free download of the top-notch astronomy software programme to get started. The kit is incredibly well reviewed and averages 4.3 stars with over 7,200 ratings, allowing you to get 24-28% off with this excellent offer. Now sold out view Deal
Celestron 8 x 25 Outland X binoculars |£50 |now save £41.13 |£8.87 Save 18%! They have a water and fog body, neoprene carry case, multi-coated optics for nice clear viewing, and twisted-up eye cups for quick adjustment. They are reviewed very positively and the point of affordability will be these
wonderful Christmas gifts. See Deal Celestron 52322 Land Scout Spotting Scope| it was £99 | Now save £78.98 |£20.02 Save 20%! It's great andIt comes with a rotating tripod mount and a large rubber focus wheel for comfortable use. Deal Black Friday Dealing with Amazon Device Deal T3's guide to
Black Friday sales in 2020 (Image Credit: Getty/Dan Dalton) T3 covers Black Friday sales every year, so you now know exactly where the best deals are often dropped. From electronics to clothing, jewelry, smart home tech, games to cookware products, history has revealed to us retailers that tend to be
disappointed when it comes to attractive deals. Below is a list of retailers that we recommend bookmarking here on T3 and checking in regularly during and after Black Friday 2020 sales. We wrote our thoughts on several product categories and what each retailer tends to have expertise in terms of
trading. The link will take you straight to each retailer's dedicated Black Friday sales page, so you can get on your shopping quickly. Amazon Black Friday Sale Amazon is a close friend of black Friday deal hunters. A special selection of products ranging from high-tech to fashion, jewelry and
entertainment. Amazon's Early Black Friday Deal event begins on Monday, October 26, with trading declining daily and open until Thursday, November 19. Below is a quick link to amazon's best early Black Friday deals that you can buy now. See sales here. Curry Black Friday Sale For computing deals
as well as brilliant bargains on consumption technologies such as TVs, white goods, tablets and mobile phones, the Curry Black Friday sale is definitely worth checking out. Curry tends to run black tag events that run for weeks before and after the big day and literally drop thousands of deals. See sales
here. Argos Black Friday Sale Argos is famous for its Black Friday sale, which offers intense discounts on toys, games, entertainment, white goods, TVs and gadgets. Last year, 20 products were ordered per second in the first hour of Argos' Black Friday event! See sales here. John Lewis Black Friday
Sale John Lewis is a great place to shop all year round and when it comes to Black Friday, the choice is always quite impressive. The main label TV and audio discounts are sculptures that specialize in mobile phones as well as the cost of mobile phones, fashion and footwear. The standard 2-year
warranty on all purchases also provides a great part of mind and buyer protection. See sales here. Dell Black Friday Sale Dell makes some of the best laptops and desktop PCs in the world, so it's worth checking out the manufacturer's online store when you lower prices in the full range each year during
Black Friday. Dell loves timed dealcodes that knock a large percentage off hardware if exploited, so it's worth checking in at the site every day to see what's going on. The 30% early savings are now alive. See sales here. very black friday sale is very newOf the Black Friday Deal Club, but it has absolutely
not stopped online retailers killing it over the past few years in terms of its deal offerings. Video games, clothing, mobile phones, laptops, cosmetics, etc. beat more specialty stores in terms of price, free delivery is also many and the price has been slashed significantly enough. See sales here. Black Friday
.com sale AO, if you need white goods or appliances this Black Friday.com you need to make one of the first stores you look for deals with. Because year after year AO .com knock it out of the park in terms of discounts on 4K TVs, washing machines, vacuum cleaners, gaming consoles, DIY tools and
more. Last year we also saw very strong phone deals from retailers as well. See sales here. Carphone Warehouse Black Friday Sale The Black Friday sale of the Carphone Warehouse is currently live, offering big discounts on phones from top brands such as Apple's iPhone 11, Google Pixel 4A, Huawei



P40 5G and Samsung Galaxy A71. Carphone Warehouse also has a strong selection of SIM-only deals on offer, making it a great one-stop shop for phone deals this Black Friday. See sales here. Best Black Friday sales around the web - EVERYTHINGAmazon.co.uk 30% off - Huge sales from Friday 20
to Monday 30 NovemberAO.com - Save big and small Argos on home appliances - Big deal ASOS for home delivery on the day - 80% off savings B&Q for more than 27 to 850 brands - Save paint and other DIY essential bose - 45K, laptop and much more Dyson - vacuum, clean up fan and
haircareeBay.co.uk - save up to 50% off now Ernest Jones - save luxury watches and jewelleryGoldsmiths.co.uk - watches and jewellery 50% off John Lewis - Dyson deals, Sonos and moreLe Creuset - Save up to 50% Lego – 30% off setsLovehoney.co.uk - Up to 50% off sex toys and lingerie New look -
25% off nits, sweat and moreNike – 30% off Now sales north side – Big price drop at Outlet Topshop – 20% off jeans Much More Topman - Get 100% off jeans shoes - Big savings on shoes, boots and trainers Simba - 35% off mattresses and sleep bundles White Company - High quality bedding at
discounted prices for white weekend wiggles - Huge savings on cycle clothing, running gear and swimwear Urban Decay – 30% off all very - Nike, Deal on Nintendo and other top brands Amazon Black Friday deals: How to get a free Amazon Prime account for Black Friday Get lots of the best Black
Friday deals. The truth of the matter is that if you want to be on the ground floor for many of Amazon's best Black Friday deals, you need to be an Amazon Prime member. Amazon Prime members get exclusive 30-minute early access window to all Lightning deals, usually the only way to grab one of the
hot products before they all sellTherefore, becoming a member of Amazon Prime is essential to score many of the best Black Friday UK deals. Luckily, Amazon Prime is available for a 30-day free trial, so if you don't have a membership before Amazon's Black Friday deal store opens, your advice if you
don't have a membership is signed up and you bag the deals you need with priority access, If you don't want to continue with the benefits offered by your Prime membership, cancel your trial. You won't have spent a penny, but you will be bagging amazon's best Black Friday deals. But this year, Amazon
has already made sure to give it a try before buying a service called Prime Wardrobe. The new service allows Prime members to deliver Black Friday deal fashion products at no extra cost, try them on at home and pay only for items they decide to actually store. So, if you're looking for a Black Friday
fashion deal, Prime will once again be an essential weapon in trading bagging weapons. How to get the best Black Friday deals To earn the best top tier Black Friday deals, this best Black Friday deals guide is exactly what's designed to help you. The truth is that Black Friday 2020, especially in the UK,
promises to be a fiercer fight than ever in terms of actually calling and following the top deals and actually getting into a position to land them. This is because of two factors. First, research shows that more and more people are using Black Friday for shopping for Christmas presents, abandoning the
traditional holiday shopping period in an an increase in the way of bagging bargains. Second, competition has intensified this year due to the negative impact brexit has on the UK economy. Shoppers have less disposable income than in previous years and need to shop smarter and smarter to get the
products they need. This means increased competition for trading. There is one extra factor that needs to affect the size and popularity of Black Friday this year - Amazon Prime Day. Last year's Amazon Prime Day was the biggest shopping event in history, surpassing sales last year's Black Friday and
Cyber Monday combined. Worldwide, Prime members bought more than 175 million products, and even Amazon's competitors benefited from increased sales. Behind the scenes, expectations for black sales events in 2020 are higher than ever for Amazon, but big competitors such as Walmart, Target,
Best Buy, Caries and John Lewis will be desperate to launch their own huge counterattack sales. This Year's Black Friday is going to be a monster deal like the world has never seen before. Now that you've got everything from basic information to important advice to keep you from tearing up, you can
make sure you're the best by reading T3's Black Friday 2020 guideplace to identify the bargain and call it immediately. Quickly.
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